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1.

.BAckGROUND2

In November 197S a workshop on educational technology was held in

Strasbourg. The workshop, Which was organized by the Council for

Cultural Co-operation of the Council of Europe, aimed at sqrting

anlpssessment of the potential and prospects of'educational tech-
-

nology as a tool of a "permanent education" policy.

The primary concern in Strasbourg was to clarify the different

views on educational technology held by the participants. The re-

sult of thiS work is dealt with in "Critical appraisal of present

concepts and approaches" (CCC/TE (76) 4)11y the rapporteur of the

workshop, Sverker Lindblad.

The second step towards defining the utilization of educational

technology as a tool for permanent education was a number of re-

gional workshops, dealing with practical examples of the use of

educational technology.The present report is the result of one such

local seminar held on the theme "EduCational theory and educational

technology: questiir and cases".
is

Further steps toward defining the.useOf educational technology as

a tool for permanent education will be taken during 1977-78. Euro-

pean regional and central workshop/seminars are planned, which will

hopefully produce a basis for practical action.

PURPOSE AND STRUCTURE OF THE REPORT

The present paper reports the work of a regional workshop with par-

,ticipant from Norway, Finland and Sweden held in June 1976. The

workshop tried to analyze the concept of educational technology as

it is reflected in a nordic project on the use of educational tech-

nology in adult education, the "NOVU" project. First, the NOVU pro- 4

44 jest is analyzed' with the help of a scheme suggested by the 1975

Strasbourg workshop (A more extensive description of the NOVU pro-

. ject can be found in Handal and Sande1in (1976)). This is followed

by a section'which.treats alternative'paradigms of educational tech-

nology as they were introduced in the discussion. Next comes a dis-

cussion of the different, theoretical bases of educational technology,

and their implication for educational' practice. A final section deals

with the distinction between different conceptions of educational

technology. 1
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I. A STRUCTURE POR THE ANALYSIS OF NOVU

The discussion of N6VU as an example of educational technology was

guided by a model originally suggested in the report from the 1975

first Council of Europe workshop (Lindblad, 1976). The model is

shown in the figure below.

PROBLEM

The problem con=.,_
fronting educa-
tional technology
within the prac-
tical case

Alm' (S}

EDUCAT. SYSTEM

SOCIETY I

II. THE ANALYSIS

PROCESS

The work E educa-
tional technology
to solve the (re-)
stated problem

2.

C: PRODUCT

The solution sug-
gested by educa-
tional technology
within the prac-
tical case

A. The problem

The problem in the NOVU project was to produce educati nal materials

on the theme "generation conflicts" utilizing mass-m la for a target

group defined as "adults from 25 to 45 years of age with teenage.

children".

It was argued that this kind of problem formulation would hide the

significance of the'problem. It is impossible to analyze the problem

by following this approach. No context or background is given to sit-

uate the probleM. Also a distinction was made between knowledge pro-
.

duced by a technolbgical process and knowledge produced by an experi-

mental process. The two principles are illustrated in the figure be-

dow.

Technological knowledge

Goal Process 11 Product

This' model does not allow a verification of the problem.



Experimental lm6ledge

Outcome (a) Problem

This outcome mates the problem disappear.

Test Verification

Outcome (b) f Noblem 'Test Falsification

This outcome means that the problem is substituted by another.

problem.

r

It was questioned whether NOVU really was an example of the produc-

tion of technological knowledge. The problem was not actually handed

down by some higher authority, but formulated by the national project

groups themselves. It could be said however, that the "NOVU problem"

in Finland was formulated in a context set by the Secretary of Educa-

tion: "How can less educated adults, who are handicapped by geograph-

ical, economical and social factors, get access to education?" This

is another problem than using mass-media for educational purposes.

,Educational technology was expected to produce guidelines for

measures to imPrelve the situation of the educationally disadvantaged,

but also to produce educational "hardware" for adult education. One

of the main purpcses of the project was to find ways to utilize mass-

media in adult education.

The initial conception of the problem was however somewhat vague.

The sponsors had:difficulties in specifying the task, and also in

defining what was actually meant by "less educated". The group of

educational technologists thus had to specify the task themselves

to a considerable extent. In this way the planning group had to exer-

cise the double role of the policy-makers and technocrats. To the

extent that this is characteristic of educational technology work,

it implies a severe dilemma.

B. The _process;

1

The project was organized ih a rather loose manner.. The staff con-

sisted of the ,'project leader, one. educational technokogist, one ex-

pert on adult education and one radio/TV producer. Furthermore, the

project staff /could address themselves to subject-matter experts, if
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necessary.

The potential learners thus did not take part in the planning of the

programme.

The people engaged in the NOW project belonged to different "expert-

communities", not directly linked to the target group of the less

educated. The diffuse borderlines between different expert categories

caused same difficulties. The role of the "educational technologists"

was independently played by all the members of the project group. The

function of the person designated as "educational technologist" thus

became very unclear. This led to discussions of the role of educa-

tional technology, or should all categories of project members possess

"educational technology competence?" (1).

The production process started with the subject matter specialist

who gathered relevant facts on the problem area.One "problem area",

or "theme", could for example be "drugs and adolescents". These col-

lections of "raw" materials were transformed into a first draft.

This draft was then discussed among the project members: the educa

tional technologist, the radio/TV prqducer and the adult education

specialist. The result of this discussion was a synopsis, where pre-

sentation media, presentation sequences, etc. were determined. In-

dependent study and study groups were the main instructional forms

used. The process is illustrated in the figure below.

1. Decision on which problem to treat:

2. Collect facts with the help of sub-
fr ject matter experts

3. Aggregate facts to a couple of
/grundmanus)

4. Choice of presentation form

S. Instructional, sequence

I \(=Drugs...)
2 3

/ ,/c3 n,,u
113 ofb, 1J ,r.

4 )

.1) This question turned out to be very, central to the seminar. It is tteated
extensively later in this report.
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This somewhat idealized version of the work within the NOVU project'

did not correspond to actual working procedures. The main distortion

of the working plan was that all the specialist groups wanted to get

back to the problem level once more, even if it was thought that

they should base their work on the material of a precedent group.

Thus a simple linear operational model of ET did not work. There was

a demand for experiencing ET work in its entirety.

C. The product

The main products of the NOVU project were:

a. a "new" working model for educational technology.

b. a lot of "software"

c. changed views on the "target group" on the part of
the project members

D. Implementation and evaluation of the product

The educational programme which resulted from NOVU was a series aim -`

ed at educationally disadvantaged adults, the main theme being .con-.

cerned with sources of conflict bewteen adults and adolescents. The

project resulted in many study groups and arose interest among the

TV -radio audience. No definite changes in the attitudes or. behaviour

of people exposed to the NOW material could, however, be traced.

Reactions from the public were registered in a series of interviews.

This was, however, done after the NOVU material had been used and

the radio and TV series were completed.

III. DIFFERENT CONCEPTIONS OF EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY

The discussion of the NOVU project was initially focussed on the

working model used in the project. The NOVU project set Off a number

of different models bearing various degrees of'difference among them.

Such revisions have appeared in "the educational technology paradigm"

repetitively during the sixties and the seventies. The group used

this as a point of departure for a discussion on the development of

educational technology. It was argued that educational technology

had passed through different stages, each one represented by a work-

ing model. All working models still have proponents though they'do

not actually represent a line of "deVelopment".

Originally the concept of "educational technology". was used in a

rather restricted sense. The main idea was that both instruction and
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educational media production should be governed by feedback of re-

sults. This idea is exemplified in programmed instruction. Control

of learning should he kept by monitoring of the learning

process (through prompts and inserted questions) followed by immedi-

ate correction of incorrect learning results.'

t

This early drive resulted in a focus on educational aids of different

kinds. The teacher's function as transmitter of knowledge was replac-

ed by educational media. The'teacher role was.regarded as that of

planner, organizer and administrator of instruction. The essence of

this version of educational technology is that the results of tech-

pologyAre gadgets. (cf. Flechsig, 1975).

To be able to monitor, revise and guide learning, clearly defined

educational objectives were essential. The original focus on tech-

nical aids in instruction gradually changed to a focus on planning

and evaluation of instruction instead. This development meant that

sciences other than psychology of learning had to be introduced.

Organizational theory, systems analysis, operational research etc.

were introduced in the theoretical and methodological arsenal of

"educational technology.

This lead to a,development of educational technology into a "systems

approach" where a key word was multi-media systems of instruction.

The NOVU project is an example of this approach in the sense that

it used mass-media in adult instruction. The result of educational"

technology consisted neither of products, nor of "software" which

could be taken in isolation. It was rather a plan for educational.

action, where considerations of various kinds have to .be made.

The discussion of the different versions of educational technology

pointed at some differences in perspective between the participants.

It was argued that the "planning variety" of educational technology

simply concealed the real intentions'of the,decisions makers. It

the educational decisions are made by the teacher himself, in direq

connection with the Instructional proe)ss, the purposes of such a,

process is more easily understood by the pupil. If, on,the other

hand, a "complicated" planning process has preceded the instruction,

the instruction cannot be understood in terms of its underlying in-
,.

tentions. Educational technology as a planning technique might there-

fore result very "unpedagogical". This aspect of educational techno-

logy is'ilInstrated in the figure below.

9
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'PROBLEM

AIMS
OBJECTIVE

MEANS IOUTCOKE I

7.

If the teacher acts and is perceived as the technologist he may.to-

gether with the pupils see the problem in the immediate context,

which-might make the instructional prOcess understandable to both.

Solution/instruction is seen in relation to problem/context. If,

on the ether hared, instruction is pre-planned '7 as TV programmes,

teaching/learning materials etc. - the teacher and the pupils may

not be able to see the meaning of the instruction as this is not

related to the problem placed in an identifiable context. This is

so by definition, as the context/arena is not included in the model.

Still the planner has to tackle the problem on the basis of some

(pre-)conception of the arena, though such conception is only im-

plicit. This is the reason why this kind of educational technology

has been judged conservative.

This model of educational technology also treats xhe different

boxes-in the operational sequence as different entities. They are

not by necessity considered'and treated as starting from a common

base. Thus technological knowledge is first of all possible in re-

latioritOrthe different boxes. Another way of.expressing this is to

say that the criteria for judging the solutions are success-orientat-

ed ratherthan cognitive criteria, i.e. deeper understanding.

Educational technology has not fulfilled the requirement for an ina-

Iysis of the social context of the problem., Educational technology)

must clarify the premises and'conditions under which education takes

place. This means that the pupils' and the teachers' reflections

over the conditions in which teaching /learning takes place must be

"central to educational technology. The aim of the educational tech-

nology process should be to reveal and use a value perspective with-.

-in which instruction takes place. The resulting model is shown in

the following figure. 10 a



PROBLEM
I 4H ARENA/CONTEXT

MEANS OUTCOMES

According tolle above,figure the problem is related to the arena.

This link is establishd in a perspective of values and knowiedge.

On the baSis of these same values and knowledge, the planning takes

place.

Thus, for example, pre-planned teaching -- learning materials might

be described in relation to.the conception of the arena so that

teacher and pupils are able to understand the instructional process.

Otherwise pre-planned teaching-learning materials may not be possible,

or rather they will have another meaning and form (see below).

Even if the last statement is true an educational technology is

possible. It-moy then be of a "self-reflecting" kind, and also be

able to increase its knowledge base.

L.. 0
The presentation of this model led to a discussion on the kind of

knowledge ideal which should be the aim of educational technology.

The "reflexive" version of the concept "technology" actually corre-

sponds to Habermas' notion of emancipatory "knowledge interest".

Along with this concept Habermas also places technological knowledge

interest as an alternative. It was argued that the referred conver-

sion of theory into practice ought not to be called technology.

The discussion thenndeparted from this theme to cover the general

possibility-of constructing a technology within the social sciences.

Teaching, as .any,othersEial activity, is like 'a game where the

participants have'certain intentions behind their actions. Inten-

tions cannot be understood fram behaviour alone. They must be inter-

preted in a social context in order to be meaningful. This poses

11
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quite different conditions to a science (or technology concerned

withicultural phenomena than to a science concerned with natural

phenoftna.

The conditions for the social scientist or technologist are that

he takes' part in the game he is studying. He cannot be a neutral
s.

observer. He has to interpret what he registers in the very context

in which it takes place. A strict formula for planning instruc-

tional activity cannot therefore do anything but interfere with the

interpret'ation of the game and of the rules.which the participants

have to follow.

Agaiiist this background the argument was held that a technology

of education-is impossible. It was argued that educational techno-

logy cannot adapt the instructional discourse to individual mental

capacities. Instead of making human action and the game itself the

object of,study'and manipulation, educational technology should be

concerned with the conditions for the-game. This means that educa-

tional technolOgy can'create and clarify an educational situation

where the actions in teaching become increasingly easy to interpret

for the participants. -One possible point of departure would be the

psychology of cognition. With its help it would be possible to de-

pict the-limits for the human capacity to communicate. This theke

16 is further treated in a report from the prolact,"Europe 2000" (Myr-

berg, 1976).

Haberman notion of knOWledge interest appeared once more in the

discuisidhof educational technology Models. This time the third va-

riety, -the hermeneutic knowledge interest, wasat stake. The prOblem
. .

is still-to study and interpret human action. A formal description

of this hermeneutic "educational technology" is giVen in the follow-

ing figure (1). Meaning and consequence are used as the interpreta-

tion tools instead of cause and effect:

1. Deterkining of observational
'position and object of study

ft. Results,

evaluation

7. Implementation

6. Conditions

Z. Definition of conceptual

apparatus

3. Determining value per-
spective 7 .

. Conception of relations
individual - society

S. Point of decision

1) cf Jens Bjerg & JOrgen Aage Jensen (1976); forskringsstrtitegisk posi-

tion. (A ..sition on research strategy). Roskilde. Mimeo). 1 ;9
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rv. OPERATIONAL VERSUS SUBSTANTIAL THEORY

In one of the basic papers of the conference (Ahlstrom et al, A975)

two - different kinds of theories were treated 0:11 accordance with

Bunge, 10673.

a. substantial theories: stating properties of
the treated object and relations between
transformations of the object

b. operational theories: stating relations
between operations per se regardless of the
object

-It Was pointed out that the original theoretical basis of eduCation- '

al technology was to be,found within the. substantial knowledge of

psychology'oflewning resulting from research by Skinner and Glaser.

(This was to some extent due to the 'fact that these"theories could

be acceptable and usable within educatioD)..,_

Though ET -with this theoretical foundation worked well on its own

premises, it soon became apparent that it.puld not deal with some

serious problems within education. When edticational technologyturn-

-ed into a technology of planning, this substantial basis disappeared,

and Was not replaced by other substantial theories but only by opera-

tional ones.'
v

4'e discussion in the group pointed to the importance of this rather .

drastic change. The text-books of educational technology treat sys-

tems analysis, futurology, organizational theory as theoretical pre-
.

requisites of educational technology: This aspect of educational

technology is applicable in any situation where some organized and

planned ,human activity is to take place. There is nothing that makes
47.

7.
_7

it particulary suited to treat educational planning problems. Rather

. than technology, we deal with a systematiied body of practical ex-

perience. The group set as one of the -main tasks of the seminar the

discussion of a possible theoretical-base for educational technology.

The operational versus substantial aspects of knowledge can be il-

lustrated with an-example from biology which most former pupils are

well acquainted with. When you collect flowers'for a herbarium there

are many rules to followeirt,c2rder to get a satisfactory result. Some

of these rules require operational knowledge and soule require sub-

stantial knowledge. The aim of biological studies is .p3 describe the

flora in a certain area. The description model is probably the sexual.

system;of Carl von Linne. This. classification system 'represents the

13
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substantial knowledge-bp which the biological description is built.

It is necessary to follow some procedural rules in order to get the

description in the form of o herbarium the final result is very much

dependent on the technique used to dry and mount the flowers. Opera-

tional and substantial knowledge is therefore necessary.

The situation for today's educational technology is that the know-

ledge on which the description is built is lost (or not valid). The

procedural rules still exist and are even developed further.

There was no consensus concerning. where the substantial basis for

educational technology ought to be sought. The choice of basis is

dependent on the contingent problem, of course. But on the other

hand, the basis of ET is a prerequisite for defining and analyzing

problems. This makes the question of basis more complicated. Opinions*

differred widely in this respects One suggestion was'that education-

al technologists should pick the fruits of behavioral research at

will to see what could be useful for,educational purposes. Psycho-

metrics could be useful to assess capabilities and needs of pupils,

social psychology could contribute knowledge on how groups worked

and so on. This knowledge could then be used in educational settings.

Another opinion was that educational technology should be equated

with educational planning. The rationale was that teachers benefit

most from maximum freedom of action in the instructional situation.

The intricate interplay between human beings in the educational set-

;ting cannot be replaced by technological products. The task of educa-

tional technology would then be to. co-ordinate the requirements of

44economic and instructional efficiency -in a plan for the instruction

totake place. The substantial basis, of this approach would be eco-

nomics and cultural geography.

Still another potential substantive theoretical basis for eacational

technology could be cognitive psychology. This brhnch of psychology

would not be used as psychology of learning has been used in educa-

tional technology in earlier times. The main aim of the psychology
4N

of learning applied to educational problems was to control the in-

struction process. The argument was that the factor critical to leatn-

ing was reinforcement of behaviour. Thin is clearly in conflict with

the strivings not to interfere with the teacher's freedom of action

in the classroom. Cognitive psychology should instead be used-to

create the best possible conditions for learning. By assessing4ihe
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capability of the pupils and the characteristics and requirements of

the learning task the teacher can be provided with a better basis for

decisions. This in turn implies that constraints concerning condi- .

tions can be analyzed and understood.

A last suggestion was that fpistemology would -be the substantial

basis for educational technology. The earlier suggestions in the dis-

cussion implied that the theoretical basis on which applications

could be built would be derived from psychology, sociology, economics

and so on. The argument for epistemology is that this is the basic

problem for a science of education in its own right. This notion of

a substantive basis for educational technology corresponds to the.

"reflective" approach to educational technology mentioned in Chapter

III above. According to this model the operative working model of

educational technology is deduced from the model's knowledge basis.

Epistemology might, in this sense, refer to the kernel in which other

bases for ET might be analyzed and structured. A basis within episte-

mology, if possible,will lead to an avoidance of eclecticism.
4-

On the other hand, it seems to be of utmost importance that practice

based on ET does not lead to stagnation (cf. p. 9).

Further discussions revealed that the "epistemological approach" per-

haps shared a common basis with the "cognitive psychology approach ".

The psychology of learning represented by Piaget is denoted as gene-

tical epistemology by Piaget himSelf. To look upon epistemology as

the substantial basis for educational technology would not, at least

in principle, be a departure from the original Skinnerian basis.

Though Skinner and Piaget have radically differing philOsophical per-

spectives on how human beings acquire knowledge, the basic problem

is the same for them, that is: how human beings can learn to utilize

-every-day experience to .adapt to and survive in their environment..

This theoretical problem would also be at the roots of educational

'technology. How can persons intentionally transfer their knowledge to

otherrhuman beings? How is knowledge developed and preserved in so-

ciety? Sociology of knowledge, of course', also has a great deal to

contribute to this question. ET would not then be primarily'a technO-

logy concerned with the use of technical media in education. Certain-

ly the technical aspect of human communication has to be dealt with,

but only as a consequence of epistemological considerations.

1. 3
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V. THE DISTINCHON BETWEEN 1111C.Al'IONA1,,SC1IINCE, F.1111C.ATMNA1, TH:114)-

LOGY AN1) TFACIIING

A question which was often raised in the course of the discussion

was whether it is.justifiable to go on speaking of educational tech-

nology in view of the changes in meaning iftposed on the phenomenon

since the advent of the original concept of ET. "Systems approach"

educational technology was looked upon in the group as systematized

experience rather than deductions from theory. The basic question

is the relation between theory and practice rather than what.theoret-

ical content one can fill educational technology with.

There were different opinions on the relation between educational.

technology, educational practice and educational science. The most

radical point of view expressed was that there is not science of

education. There is just educational action. Educational design

should reveal the intentional,aspect of a message. Educational

science has functioned as a false link between progressive education

and educational practice. Educational science is parasitc on both

educational practice and on the sciences represented in curricula.

From this point of view it is futile to look for a static theory

which can guide educational practice.

It was argued, on the other hand, that "technology" only based'on

systematized_practical experience very easily turns into the kind of

"technological" knowledge described earlier (page 2). This use of

theory just consolidates practice. There is no possibility to, ques-

tion the relevance of the problems treated by the practitioners.

Theory should instead fill the function of finding new problems with

answers which can fertilize practice. It was questioned however

whether thiS really is a technological use of theory. Irthe problem

at stake is to change existing norms, technology is perhaps not the

right tool. If we accept that technology is the deduction of an oper-

ational model from a base of substantial theory, the substantial

theory, or, rather, the perspective it implies, has to be accepted

among the practitioners first. TheAmain problem when people use

"the wrong methods" is not that they don't understand the suggested

alternative, but that theyWon't accent it. Technology cannot be

used to make them accept the new knowledge. On this ground it can be

questioned whether an educational technology based on educational

theory is really possible. If it is accepted that the issue for all

kinds of educational action is to make the pupils realize the mean-

ing and the consequence of a .discourse.rtechnotogy cannot be used

16
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until the educational action is completed.

AcCording to another point of view, educational technology and educa7

tional.science actdaliy are identical. This statement is in accord-

anCe with the view tft there is no separate science of education,

just educational actions. It implies that technology just distorts

the direct connection between theory and practice. The task for the

educator is to see intentions in a methodological perspective,,or to

interpret the intentional background of method. Such a task is not

only dependent of hi./her own will. It is also dependent on possi-

-bilities for reflecti n (on one's own actions, on existing condi-

tions ...) and on the ctions of education.

An illustration of this identity problem for technology was the role

the educational technologist played in the NOVU project. Most of the

specialist in the different areas in the proddction of the NOVU ma-

terial played the role. of educational technologists themselves. Is

it perhaps wrong to try;to designate a certain person as educational

technologist?

The relation betWeen theory, technology and practice is certainly

problematic if the aim of "technology"- is to reveal intentions, or

detect methodological consequences -of intentions. This is an example

of an emancipatory or hermeneiltie.knowledge interest and'not of a

technological one. The question'was now whether technology was real-

ly possible within the social sciences. The discussion of the rela-

tion between educational science, educational practice and educa-

tional technology ended with a question that the seminar worked out

as follows: "Is it possible to keep using the educational technology

concept against the background we have given it in our discussions?"

The answers to this question were as follows:.

- Yes. There is, however, not one specific educational technology,
but as many as there:are pedagogical approaches.

- No, if the aim of ",technology" is to reveal intentions or see
methodological consequences of intentions. -

Yes, if the aim of the technology is to create the best possible
conditions for learning. This technology however relies on psycho-
logical, sociological and economical theory as well as pedagogical
theory.

- No, the concept of "technology" should be replaced by maieutics
instead. Technology is an'unnecessary link between educational
theory and educational practice:

- Yes. Educational technology represents the analytical and critical
sdbieet-natter experts and politicians.

Educational technology is identical with educational science.

1?
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- Yes. Utilization of all kinds of social science knowledge, in a
very eclectic manner, for educational purposes creates an educa-
tional technology. Components in this technology could be for
example interview techniques, psychometric techniques etc.

- No. There is a direct link between educational theory and oduca=
tional practice. The technology link is distorting this direct
coupling between theory and practice..The conditions-for education
are parallel to those valid for economics. Labour market policy
is for example based on.theoretical knowledge gained from economic

.

'research. No "labour market technology" is needed for the applica-
tion of economic theory.
Popper's model for the falsification of theories ought to be the
example.

- Yes. Technology is the "grammar of upraising". Technology answers
the question "How
Educational research on the her hand answers the question "Why..?"
Educational research is thus the "semiotics of upraisin. The
distinction, however, can only be applied analytically. Technology
gives causal explanations, while educational science gives inten-
tional explanations.

Yes. Pedagogics has two distinguishable features. It is technology
when it is related to other sciences, and it is a science of its
own when it studies the conditions for education.

Yes, but technology does not choose perspective, or the conclusions
to be drawn from its results.

Yes. The technology concept is not superfluous, but it is unfortu-
nate. It is better to speak of the relation between theory and
practice in general instead.

The verdict thus seems to be in favour of educational technology. It

seems, however; as though the:Members of the jury accept different

phenomena as'educational technology. Some of the participants accept

the emancipatory version as educational technology. Others reject

the concept altogether while still others reject the emancipatory'

version, but believe in the general possibility to systematize know-

ledge deriving from social science into a technology. There are,

however, differences in meaning even within this last group.

SUMMARY ANDCONCLUSIONS: Educational Technology and Permanent Educa-

tion

First it must be mentioned that gatherings of this kind, where de-

scriptions of current work in ET are given, have value in themselves.

To step outside of daily work for discussing different points of view

on work done might be essential for the development of a reflective

approach to ET.

Second, this workshop dealt to a great extent with the "theoretical

foundations" of ET. It showed clearly that there is not one basis

for BT. This is quite in line with the statement of an independent
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ET, but does not mean that different approaches have to be eclectic.

On the other hand such diverse bases for FT might lead to in eclectic

approach which in turn might te legitimizing actions, of the bureau-

cracy or the policymakers. This problem is complicated by the fact

that ET tends to be attributed:the p1e of policy-making once its

work is already in process {within certain constraints, of course).

Third, there seemed to be some agreement on the desirability for ET

to be concerned with and to help clarify the educational context and

actions. If this holds true, ET is not to give directives but rather

to work pedagogically while clarifying these to.the actors, - not

only to make directives understandadble but also to qualify the

actors to handle their own situation and to work on their own as

educational technologists.

The implications for the Workshop Series on Educational Technology

Theory and Policy of the CCC, in connection with permanent education,

would be:

- to stress the reflective approach of ET

- to clarify ET to the actors when implementing the concept
of permanent education.

19
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